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New York Building History: Styles, Materials, Policies and Politics

1840 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910

Formation of the social group,
“Improvement for the Condition

of the Poor”

Pigs, kept in ground �oors of tenements,
intensively used for consumption of waste,

then eaten

Slum lords (like John Jacob Astor) built partitioned rooms
and shoddy upward building for burgeoning immagrant population

Historian Richard Wines calls waste management
during this time “expanded recylcing” for the intensive

reuse of materials

The �rst garbage incinerator developed 
by Army Colonel HG Reilly

1920 1930 1940 1950

312,710 515,547  813,669 3,437,202 4,766,883942,292

The Victorian parlour-style interior
is most common in middle-upper class homes
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1897; Edith Wharton 
publishes “The Decoration 

of Houses”

1877; wooden interior of 1-5 Bond St 
burn and cast iron facades collapse 

from the fourth �orr to the roof

1875; development of tall, 
slender o�ce building emerges

Use of the automobile is rapidly 
escalating

1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Founding of National Association of
Waste Material Dealers

1934; Jean Vincenz constructs
the �rst sanitary land�ll

1937; the 
�rst in-sink garbage disposal

in made 

Consumer spending surges by 60%

Injection mold plastic  is
developed as a method of

plastic manufacture

Interstate Highway Act 

Plastic production 
triples between 1940-1945

The TV becomes a stardard 
object in every American

home

TV advertising jumps from 
$177 million to $1 billion

Modern plastics magazine states
“In a prosperous consumption economy

the factor of disposability is an
important key to continuing volume.”

Each American tosses out 2.5
pounds of trash a day

Plastic surpasses aluminum to 
become the largest industry 

in the country

World War Two devastates the World

American Civil War

Gulf War

Vietnam War 1955-1975

Average American home
pays $500 a year for packaging

of their goods 

Roland Barthes: “the heiracrchy of substances 
is abolished: a single one replaces them all:

the whole world can be plasticized.”

Rachel Carson publishes Silent Spring,
DDT begins to be questioned

The �rst Earth Day 

Environmental Protection Agency is established

FDA is created

First passenger elevator installed 
in 488 Broadway

Highway Beauti�cation Act
puts blame of waste on 

citizens and away from companies 
producing waste

Keep America Beautiful Act 
is created 

Cost of dumping trash doubles
or more

Resource Conservancy and Recovery 
Act is passed, requiring safety

standards for land�lls. First fedral attempt to 
regulate waste

Carter passes the Public Utilities and Regulatory Policies Act
granting easy access to funds for incinerator �rms

Citizens begin to heavily protest
incinerators in their communities. The 
people of Williamsburg �ght against a 

proposal for an incinerator in the
Navy Yard and win

Curbside recycling is adopted and
made mandatory in NYC

Association of American Steel
manufactures adopts classi�cation

of “American Standard Beams” for I Beam

Pure skeleton frame �nally
becomes dominant

Building code addresses
load reduction, but the reduction

is not sugni�cant until 1926

    NY Times building uses
full live-load reduction 

for al    �oors

Arc welding, resistance welding
thermite welding are all patented

Typical tall building includes two-wythe curtain wall with
inner wythe supported directly by the 
framing and the outer by a hung lintel

1st publication of AISC code
with steel co handbooks,
attempting to standarize 

structural building work throughout
the country

Encasement of beams was the
pre�ered methods of waterproo�ng

and �reproo�ng

National standards for cement 
was �rst written

Only Portland cement was 
used for structural concrete

American Concrete Institute founded

Corbusier’s United Nations building
is constructed

Philip Johnson builds 
New York State Pavilion for
1964 Worlds Fair in Queens

    1964 Worlds Fair in NY;
theme is futurama 

chosen by Robert Moses

Johnson builds Bobst Library for 
New York University

Johnson builds Sony Building

Goodwin and Edward Stone build  NYC MoMA 

Johnson and Mies van der Rohe
build the Seagram Building

Costas Kondylis and Johnson
build Trump International Hotel and Tower

(Gulf and Western Building)

Johnson builds the
“lipstick building”

7,454,995 7,891,957 7,781,984 7,894,862 7,071,639 7,322,564 8,008,288 8,391,881

Jane Jacobs stands up against
Robert Moses and saves her borough from the highway

The NY subways begin construction

First underground line of the
subway is open,

34 years after construction begins

Two private subway    
lines bought by the city

Jean Nouvel builds
apartment building at 100 

11th ave.

Frank Gehry builds IAC headquarters

Norman Foster’s 
Hearst Towers

Frank Llyod Wright’s
Guggenheim Museum is built

Brooklyn Bridge is built, 
uses a good amount of Rosedale

brick

Daniel Burnham designs
Flatiron Building

McKim, Mead and White build the Morgan Library

Hastings and Carrere build NY Public Library
Raymond Hood build Rockerfeller Center

Marcel Breuer builds Whitney Museum

Yamasaki builds New York Trade Center

James Polshek builds Rose Center
for Earth and Space

Joseph Monier invents reinforced concrete

Tacoma Building is constructed by Geroge
Fuller, it is the �rst build to have outside walls that

carried its weight. 

Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle is published;
brings attention to issues of poor working 

in slaughterhouses

Ikea is founed in Switzerland

First Ikea opens in 
US

US Green Buildings Council is created;
LEED becomes an aspect of building

quality

Cook+Fox Architects builds the Bank of America Tower
to be one of the most e�cient and ecologically f

riendly buildings in the world. It is the 
second tallest building in New York City

Laws passed to further strengthen
RCRA, requiring that land�lls

include design for protecting air 
and water 

3 companies control 40%
of the $44 billion waste 

industry

It is more expensive to dispose 
garbage in NYC than anywhere else

in the country

Larrry Summers comments on the
impeccable idea of dumping 

waste in poor countries

e-waste presents itself as a 
huge new issue; contributing heavy 

metals to countries that 
cannot break them down

Coca-Cola Co creates
60,000 new half liter

plastic bottles every hour

Grand Central Depot opens

Bed Bugs!!!

Grand Central Terminal opens

Lead paint is banned

Asbestos made illegal by the EPA

Wright brothers make 
their �rst �ight

Charles Lindbergh makes
�rst transatlantic �ight

Remains of Twin Towers
sent to Fresh Kills for burial. Fresh Kills 
had to be re-opened. This land�ll can 

be seen from space. NY is currently making it
into a park

Terra Cotta facades popular 
for aesthetics and economics

Two-wythe curtain wall
becomes standard

Rockerfeller Center is the
�rst building with 8” curtain

wall

Grand Central was NY 1st permanent
large, iron frame open space

Kawneer Co founded, pioneering
steel storefront manufacturing

Steel framing and concrete �oors 
is used exclusively for building, 

this still has not changes

Glass wall becomes popular,
exterior wall no longer can support building

Widespread use of 
aluminum

Barnard college student
killed by a falling piece of masonry;
6 ft long stone panels fall to street

from 20 stories above make people
question maintenance of buildings

Local Law 10 passed to avoid
death by deteriorating structure

Market for reused building materials appears

Steel building construction costs
drastically reduced through the replacement

of riveting with bolting and welding & 
replacement of masonry curtain with

glass and metal

Gypsum-board used for �reproo�ng;
also able to be reused for agriculture

3rd edition of AISC code contained the 
�rst steel-based design provisions for 

composite beams

Since 1950 riveting has
been supplanted by 

welding and high tech bolts 

Air conditioning and the desire for
a temperate climate becomes a spatial

layout issue

Monsanto makes the plastic “House for the Future”
 on displayat Yesterland

Restoration Hardware opens

1845;  Major �re in NYC 
destroys 300 

commercial buildings

Until 1860 the majority if building 
structure is made out of wood

1850-1860; Shift from traditional structure to 
�reproof �oors

1860
Balloon Framing replaces

traditional form of
wood construction

End of monolithic masonry 
bearing walls in large buildings

Most of the wood used for building is 
cut from immediate NYC area

1871;  Big �re highlights 
de�ciencies of cast iron 

“�re proof” 
 building techniques

  

1909, a six-story factory 
collapses due to dry rot1873; Windsor Hotel, covering one city 

block, destroyed in an hour by �re

1880 Fire prevention laws put
in place; there will be no more 

large buildings with wood frames

Steel becomes dominant/material form 
in large building construction

1875 Tribune Building and 
Western Union Building are 

NY’s tallest with true bearing walls

  After 1860 mathematical based engineering
analysis for building techniques

 becomes common 

Wrought iron construction
creates demand for engineers

1852; establishment of 
American Society for

Civil Engineers

Terra Cotta introduced and 
used to mimic stone facades, 

architects claimed the material was
�re proof

1847; Daniel Badger opens
Architectural Iron Works
and makes store fronts
completely out of iron

1960’s; Cast iron has its heyday 
but by the end of the decade 

cast iron fronts reach their �nal form

Cast iron is never eliminated from
building codes, but from use as a

structural material

1860; New York comprehensive
building laws introduced

The beginning of disconnect
between language of designers

and development of structural types

Frame type is born out of economic
reasons, not engineering theory, as frame 

buildings contain more rentable space

Three types of large building construction:
1) Iron or steel �oor beams supported by brick

bearing walls and cast iron columns
2) Cage frame, more or less complete iron or

steel frames and self-supporting exterior walls
3) Skeleton frame, complete iron or steel frame 

with supporting curtain wall

Lincoln Iron 
Works established

US Archive building 
is last large construction 
with pure bearing walls

Steel Framing matures, buildings are constructed 
with structural steel and reinforced concrete

1892; Building code established that requires 
masonry cross walls, 

�re stopping and �re doors in corridors

Founding of American Society for 
Testing and Materials

1904; Darlington Apartments collapse 
(Cage building)in the middle of construction 

causing many deaths

End of Cage Building technique

Cost of wood before WWI 
creates demand for designers to 

mix woods in buildings

150,000 horses working in Manhattan,
each horse produces 20 lbs of manure

and 2 gallons per 8 hour work day

MIT o�ers �rst Sanitation 
Engineering Prgram

Ocean dumping of trash is outlawed
after drowning dumpers, but the

law is often ignored

City Beautiful movement 
begins to �ourish

NYC waste is collected and 
brought to piers then
barged to Jamaica Bay

1894; George Waring became commissioner of 
NYC Street Cleaning Department makes 

innovative changes to waste managment system
and heavily promotes garbage separation

Charlotte Perkins Gillman writes “The Home” and
criticizes American industries version of private, 

single family dwelling

1,206,299 1,515,301

Dorothy Draper establishes 
�rst interior design company and breaks 

away from the historical style period for interiors

Elsie de Wolfe writes 
“The House in Good Taste”

Stanford White helps 
Elsie de Wolfe get commission to 

decorate the interior of the 
Colony Club

Joist hangers are created that are 
virtually identitcal to those used today

Red Scare erases all hope of 
NY designers creating building 

with shared living space

NYC garbage sent to Rochester, NY treatment 
plant is increased by 200%

Fire is a constant problem during this time period

Early 20th century sees the beginning of the 
sanitary land�ll used for waste. Sanitarians Hering 
and Greeley stated, “When garbage is once prop-
erly buried on a tract of land, there should be no 

further o�ense from it.”

1930’s; NY’s Jamaica Bay is praised a marshland that 
would otherwise be useless if not for serving the 

purpose of a massive trash dump

1938; Rikers Island has doubled in size and is 140 feet 
high from the massive amount of waste sent there

To make land availble for parks, roads and fairgrounds,
Robert Moses pushes his, “Sanitation, Reclaimation and Recreation”

plan and sends trash land�ll crews to 12 sites across NY 

To promote a consumption economy during wartime, 
House and Garden editor, Richardson Wright writes,

“Saving and thrift would be the worst sort of citizenship today...
the shoes that crack are to be thrown away, when the car gets

crotchety take it to the towns dump...”

1930’s; to cope with huge amounts of trash Brooklyn 
opens its own sorting plant, reducing land�ll trash

5,620,048 6,930,446

1885; Western Union building 
constructed, bearing wall “sky 

scraper”

1849; James Bogardus patents 
complete iron building composed of 
individual columns, beams and in�ll 

panels

1901; 17 story Ansonia Hotel 
built, considered a Cage building 
but with extremely think internal 

masonry walls

1886; structure inside Statue of Liberty �nished, 
considered most advanced wind bracing system to 

date

1895; American Surety Building 
complete, �rst building complete with 

skeleton frame, 20 stories

1930; Art Deco Chrysler 
building complete, tallest 

building for 11 months

1931; Empire State building com-
plete, tallest building in the world for 

40 years1929; Chanin building is 
complete

WWI; 1914-1918

Peter Cooper hires 
John Peterson to build 

Cooper Union

Korean War

Trenton Iron Works in 
New Jersey supplies 

Iron beams to NY early skyscraper

Portland Cement moves 
from Britian to Germany

Portland cement has taken over Rosendale
cement’s business, local

to NY. Only one company remains. It is discovered that Rosendal cement
drys faster and is more durable than

Portland. Business gets better.

Henry Bessemer invents
steel Bessemer converter

Henry Carnagie sells his Pittsburgh 
steel operation to US Steel

Germany is the largest steel 
producer in the 1850’s

India’s Tata Steel buys Corus Group
from British, becoming largest steel

company in the world

China is consistently 
worlds largest producer of steel

Henry Waterman of NY 
claims to have built the �rst 

standing rope control elevator

10% of US waste is going to incinerator while
80% is still being shuttled to land�lls

Recylcing rates: 54% of aluminum
26% for glass, 40% for paper, 5% for plastics

NY Municiple Building �nished 1909,
 architect �rm : McKim Mead White

 Madison Square Garden II built and 
stands until 1925  

Tower building was �rst attempt at
skeleton frame,

architects: Bradford Gilbert
50 Broadway

Pulitzer Building is the
tallest in NY at 19 �oors

Term ‘skeleton frame’ included in building code for the �rst time

Fire Line is between 86th and 87th
from the east river to the Hudson

Fire Line moved north to 
155th street

Wrought Iron beams
were standard �oor support

Mutual Life building on Nassau
introduces 2 innovations:

1) so�t tile supported by skewback blocks
2) subdivided interior cell

Frederick Olmstead
designs Prospect Park in Brooklyn

Central Park is opened to 
the public

Rem Koolhaus publishes
Delirious New York

Henry Brearly invents 
stainless steel

Irving Colburn invents
machine for drawing sheet glass

Triangle Shirtwaist factory catches on
�re with locked doors, 100 garmet workers

burn to death

New York experiences a huge spike in crime

Crack epidemic hits NYC
New York has the lowest

crime rate of 25 large cities 
in the USA

Summer of Sam
serial killer 

Morphosis renovates Cooper Union
LEED platinum certi�ed

ID Magazine in founded

 Dwell Magazine is founded

Architectural Digest magazine is founded

Syrie Maugham opens a NY storefront;
she is known for having a free, fun 

interior design style

Good Housekeeping Magazine is founded

Charles and Ray Eames construct
their Case Study house in CA

The Eames Powers of Ten 
movie is released

Hans Knoll founds
Knoll furniture company

in NYC

Florence Knoll designs the 
interior of the CBS building;
this begins the corporate art

collection NY MoMA exihibits the Good Design Collection,
featuring light, a�ordable, machine furniture 

1964 Civil Rights Act Passed;
discrimation based on race or gender 

is made illegal

Martin Luther King Jr. is
assassinated

Bauhaus is training students in a 
new way in Germany;

the beginning of modernism takes root

Stock Market Crash of 1929
America goes through Great Depression

Stock market crash of 1987

Stock Market Crash of 2008

Iraq War begins; 2003

Wallpaper Magazine in founded

Fugitive Slave Act is passed;
making it easier for masters to reclaim

escaped slaves

Civil Rights Act of 1875;
allowed black people access 

to public and private business services

Women given the right to vote

1924 Immigration Act is passed;
immigrants are no longer allowed in 

US

Jazz Age

Americans are the �rst
to reach the moon

Fair Housing Act of 1968;
housing cannot be withheld due to race

September 11, 2001 terrorist attack
of World Trade Center

Roe vs. Wade
legalizes abortion

Canadian Juilius Lilienfeld creates 
the �rst transistor

1947, John Bardeen and Walter Brattain at 
AT&T's Bell Labs in the United States 

observed that when electrical contacts 
were applied to a crystal of germanium, 

the output power was larger than the input

First personal computer
is created and sold First personal cell

phone is made World Wide Web released to the public

Transcontinental Railroad
created in 1869

Alexander Graham Bell patents
the technology that would become 

the telephone
Thomas Edison patented

what would be the 
lightbulb

Henry Ford creates the Model T

50 cities in the US
have a population over 100,000

Al Gore releases An
Inconvienient Truth mapping
the possible environmental

crisis and future

NY stops recycling twice,
city o�cials claim that it is too 

expensive and ine�centNYC o�cials hand waste management
industry over to private sector; it 

becomes heavily controlled by the ma�a

Many illegal immigrants 
coming to NYC and living in

unethical housing

 Bribery and crime impact the New York
Building Department   


